ABSTRACT: The growth and reactive dewetting of ultrathin films of iron oxides supported on Re(0001) surfaces have been imaged in situ in real time. Initial growth forms a nonmagnetic stable FeO (wustite like) layer in a commensurate network upon which high aspect ratio nanowires of several microns in length but less than 40 nm in width can be fabricated. The nanowires are closely aligned with the substrate crystallography and imaging by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism shows that each contain a single magnetic domain. The driving force for dewetting appears to be the minimization of strain energy of the Fe 3 O 4 crystallites and follows the Tersoff and Tromp model in which strain is minimized at constant height by extending in one epitaxially matched direction. Such wires are promising in spintronic applications and we predict that the growth will also occur on other hexagonal substrates.
T he continued interest in developing electronic devices in which the electron spin is manipulated to create spin polarized electron currents has generated much fundamental research into materials, their interfaces, grain boundaries, and defects. Of particular importance are the half-metallic ferromagnetic materials in which the electronic density of states should be as near 100% spin polarized at the Fermi level as possible to enable spin polarized transport and the development of magnetoresistance and spin valve type devices. In this class of materials, magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) has become a leading prospect due to high spin polarization 1 and a Curie temperature of over 800 K. 2 It also displays a metal−insulator Verwey transition at 123 K in which structural distortions lead to charge localization and to the formation of linear Fe ion trimerons. 3, 4 The self-organization of the charge and orbital states couples the spin order and magnetism to the Verwey distortion. 3 Both magnetization and structural distortions found in the bulk materials are modified in nanostructures with the Verwey transition suppressed below 20 nm and disappearing at 6 nm-sized nanoparticles. 5 Controlled synthesis of magnetite nanostructures on surfaces or electrodes is important in the measurement of fundamental material properties and the ongoing development of spintronics. 6, 7 Pulsed laser deposition has been demonstrated to grow magnetite nanowires aligned along ⟨110⟩ out of the plane of an Al 2 O 3 (0001) substrate 8 due to mismatched thermal expansion coefficients between substrate and growing film. Above 873 K, the compressive strain is sufficient to drive out of plane growth of 100 nm diameter nanowires from low-angle grain boundaries between epitaxially grown thick Fe 3 O 4 (111) oriented films creating a dense nanowire forest. Pyramidal magnetite nanocrystals 9 can be formed by dewetting (at 1373 K) an Fe 3 O 4 film grown (at 673 K) on SrTiO 3 (001) and redepositing Fe 3 O 4 at high temperature, despite the large lattice mismatch (−7.5%). The substrate orientation stabilizes the growth of a (001) oriented film and the dewetting process leaves (001)-oriented islands that act as seeding centers for the formation of square pyramids with (111) side facets exposed. The nanopyramid structure was reported to reduce the coercive field in comparison to conventional magnetite films, an effect that was dependent upon pyramid size. On metal substrates wetting layers are far more common due to the larger difference in surface free energies between oxides and metals. Indeed the wetting of metals by oxides is the origin of the strong metal support interaction in catalysis in which surface reactive metal sites are modified, usually blocked, by a thin layer of oxide from the support moving over the metal. First proposed by Tauster in 1978 10 and imaged shortly thereafter by transmission electron microscopy 11, 12 in real catalytic materials, the mobility and responsiveness of transition metal oxide materials to their environment has proven to be a cornerstone concept in catalysis. The more recent development of advanced scanning probe microscopies has allowed imaging and identification of these layers on model crystalline systems on a per nanoparticle basis for a number of oxides including Fe 3 O 4 , TiO 2 , and SrTiO 3 .
13 Model studies of this effect have led to a plethora of investigations of ultrathin oxides grown on well-defined single crystal metal substrates 14 to further understand the structure and behavior of these important material systems.
In this Letter, we report the formation of magnetic iron oxide nanowires by dewetting from an epitaxial wetting-layer overcoated with Fe in a low oxygen overpressure. The nanowires grow aligned with the crystallographic directions of the substrate forming high aspect ratio straight wires. A thin wetting layer remains on the surface and only the wires show ferro(ferri)magnetism in X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) imaging by photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM). Cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments across the wires show dominant step heights consistent with the magnetite structure.
Full experimental details are given in Supporting Information (SI) and here we give brief comments on the methodology employed to grow, image and analyze the nanostructures. Experiments were performed in two ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) systems, one based on beamline I06 of the Diamond synchrotron for LEEM, PEEM, XMCD, and LEED and the second at the University of Reading for STM, LEED, and XPS. The clean Re(0001) crystal was prepared by cycles of annealing at 1300 K in O 2 and flash annealing in UHV to 2300 K following an established method. 15 Iron was deposited in situ by electron beam physical vapor deposition and oxides formed by post deposition annealing at various temperatures and pressures of O 2 . Formation of nanowires required at least two deposition steps, the first to form an oxide wetting layer and a second thicker Fe overlayer which oxidizes to form the nanowires. The growth conditions and pertinent imaging parameters such as tunneling current (I t ) and sample bias (V b ) are given in the text and figure captions.
The formation of the first oxide layer was made by evaporation of Fe metal onto the Re(0001) surface maintained at an elevated temperature (510−773 K), followed by oxidation at 1 × 10 −7 mbar O 2 . The evaporator flux and completion time for a monolayer (ML, where we define 1 ML as the highest density of Fe that can be grown on Re(0001) before a second layer forms) could be determined by the use of STM 16 (and corresponding XPS and LEED measurements) in the Reading UHV system or by either LEED or direct LEEM imaging in the Diamond UHV system (Movie 1 in SI). Figure 1 shows the evolution of the surface as the Fe monolayer grows on the Re substrate imaged in situ by LEEM at 17.25 eV beam energy. This energy was chosen to highlight the atomic step edges as dark lines, and the approximately triangular Fe islands as dark features against the gray terraces. The LEED pattern from a 1 ML Fe film, Figure 1b , does not display any superstructure spots which indicates that Fe grows pseudomorphically in the first monolayer. The LEED pattern is 6-fold symmetric due to the A-B-A hcp stacking sequence of the substrate 15 presenting both A and B terminations at the surface. The second layer of Fe forms approximately triangular islands rotated 60°with respect to each other on alternating terraces which is also due to these two terminations. The two monolayer thick islands clearly show up brighter in X-ray absorption (XAS) imaging modes, Figure 1c , where the image contrast is formed from the difference between the intensity at the Fe L 3 absorption edge and off resonance (pre edge), as would be expected due to the increased X-ray absorption at the Fe L 3 edge. The XMCD analysis of such films (not shown) shows no discernible contrast indicating that these ultrathin heteroepitaxial layers are not ferromagnetic.
By heating such a Fe monolayer momentarily to 870 K while it is exposed to 1 × 10 −7 mbar O 2 (and allowing it to cool in the gas), we generate a complete oxide wetting layer in registry with the substrate. A coincidence lattice forms composed of 8 FeO overlayer (3.1 Å) unit cells to 9 Re substrate (2.76 Å) unit cells as shown in Figure 2 . The structures seen in the STM are due to a moirépattern induced by a periodic fit of overlayer structures to the substrate over distances of approximately 2.48 nm with atomic scale features at shorter length scales. Grain boundaries and the change of terrace orientation at step edges give rise to alternative moirépatterns and hence these features can image differently by STM (Figure 2b ). LEED patterns for 1 ML oxidized films grown in the Reading STM laboratory (Figure 2c ) and in the Diamond I06 PEEM system (Figure 2d ) are in very good agreement and show the transferability of growth protocols between the two instruments. XPS indicates that the Re substrate is not oxidized, and we conclude that the LEED and STM results indicate that this FeO layer is structurally similar to that commonly found on other hexagonal metal substrates, for example on Pt(111) 17, 16 or Ru(0001), in which the Fe is on the metal with oxygen terminating to vacuum.
14c,18 XMCD measurements on these films (and those where a second layer of FeO had just begun to grow) show no magnetic structures. We note that 1 ML wustite films grown on Ru(0001), for which spin polarized LEEM measurements have been reported, 14d also do not show any magnetism. To form nanowires, we use this FeO(111) oriented monolayer as a substrate and deposit further Fe and oxidize again. Deposition in UHV of two or more monolayers of iron onto this wetting layer at temperatures between 300 and 373 K leads to the reduction of contrast in the LEED and the appearance of diffraction spots running from the (0,0) spot as the beam energy is varied which is indicative of faceted structures (Movie 4 in SI). The LEEM images at this stage are also reduced in contrast but show no new features and we conclude that very small three dimensional (3D) iron rich islands are formed on the surface which are below the resolution of the LEEM. This result for the growth of Fe on FeO(111) films is similar to that for Fe on Fe 3 O 4 (111) surfaces in which small nanoclusters initially nucleate followed by 3D growth. 19 However, heating of such Fe/FeO/Re(0001) layered systems in an O 2 pressure of ∼1 × 10 −7 mbar while slowly increasing the temperature leads to a remarkable change in surface morphology. First, at ∼700 K a dynamic change to the whole surface occurs and is viewed in LEEM as a bright front progressing through the field of view. Such changes in LEEM imaging have recently been noted for mixed Fe oxide films on Pt(111) undergoing various phase transformations, 14b,20 such as compositional changes from Fe 3 O 4 to α-Fe 2 O 3 (hematite) and for structural only transformations from γ-Fe 2 O 3 (maghemite) to α-Fe 2 O 3 . These studies were undertaken at higher oxygen pressures (to drive the formation of Fe 2 O 3 ) than we use here. We find that the main structural events that occur to create nanowires happen after this reaction front has passed (Movie 2 in SI), and hence we will not comment further on this interesting phenomenon. Upon continued heating to ∼770 K, the surface begins to rapidly restructure with terraces changing contrast dramatically in LEEM and with the apparent dewetting and aggregation of islands that grow into the nanowires shown in Figure 3 (and as Movies 2 and 3 in SI). These nanowires are very long (typically up to several micrometers) and narrow (a few tens of nanometers) while crossing many step edges. They also appear to be closely aligned with the crystallography of the substrate and hence run in three dominant directions. On close inspection some wires are seen to have grown 10°away from the principal growth direction and so two orientations are present ±5°from a substrate symmetry direction. It should be noted that without the additional Fe, the FeO(111) on Re(0001) system on its own is stable up to these temperatures and slightly beyond so we conclude that additional Fe is crucial to the nanowire formation. Figure 3a shows a 10 μm field of view (FOV) LEEM image at 1.67 eV of these nanowires in which they are seen to extend over several microns in length and across many step edges of the Re(0001) substrate without deviation. The remaining surface has a clearly defined step structure along with some regions between the wires in which the film has not fully dewet (appearing bright in the image). Figure 3b shows the accompanying microspot LEED pattern at 100 eV in which a very well-defined FeO(111) on Re(0001) is the principal component (cf. Figure 2c ) along with some running spots arising from faceted structures on the surface. The small size of the nanowires and thermal drift of the sample stage precluded microspot LEED from a single nanowire and so these running spots may arise from inclined surfaces on both the nanowires and the incompletely dewet structures. Figure 3c shows a 6 μm FOV XAS image in which the intensity is proportional to the total X-ray absorption at the Fe L 3 edge (full sequence of frames in Movie 5 in SI). The high intensity nanowires are Fe rich in comparison to the intervening space between islands, however, some faint areas are visible between islands in which incomplete dewetting leaves residual clusters of small islands, in agreement with the LEEM in Figure 3a . The nanowires are therefore much thicker than the wetting layer and the residual islands.
The analysis of the XMCD image of the same area, Figure  3d , suggests that all of the wires are monodomain and are magnetized along their principal axis. The value of the three distinct XMCD intensities that each nanowire may take (black, white, or gray) arises from the dichroism effect being proportional to the cosine of the angle between the photon momentum and the local magnetization and is therefore compatible with the magnetization directions indicated by the red arrows in Figure 3d . Apparent junctions between nanowires visible in Figure 3c are sharp and magnetically well-defined in Figure 3d . The nonmagnetic surface between wires, characterized by zero XMCD signal, may be the result of a complete Having demonstrated that these nanowires are iron rich and single domain magnets we turn now to consider their composition and crystallography. Ferro (and ferri) magnetic iron containing structures could be pure iron which is ferromagnetic, Fe 3 O 4 magnetite which is ferrimagnetic, or γ-Fe 2 O 3 maghemite which is ferromagnetic, whereas other oxides of Fe will not display the observed magnetic signals. The oxygen pressure of ∼1 × 10 −7 mbar is insufficient to fully oxidize iron to Fe 2 O 3 21 but it is high enough to oxidize pure Fe to FeO or Fe 3 O 4 . We therefore expect magnetite to be the dominant magnetic oxide responsible for the nanowires. To test this hypothesis, we employed XAS in the PEEM on our nanowire samples and also on aluminum-capped pure Fe and Fe 3 O 4 single crystals. Doing this self-consistently on the same instrument allows direct comparison without having to calibrate photon energies from other sources as the literature contains a wide range of Fe L 3 peak absorption energies for these materials. 22 For the nanowire samples we attempt to selectively extract data for the nanowires only and for the substrate uncovered between the dewet nanowires. However, the spatial resolution of the PEEM is comparable to the apparent width of the narrowest nanowires in the LEEM images (∼40 nm) and so we expect some small contribution to the nanowire signal from the substrate but not vice versa. Our results are shown in Figure  4 and the XAS response for wires and wetting layer appear to be very similar (also see Movie 5 in SI). The XAS from all the nanowires in the field of view showed a maximal absorption at 707.4 eV, which is the same maxima found for the wetting layer on the substrate. For Fe metal films, the Fe L 3 peak was at ∼707 eV with a long tail and the single crystal Fe 3 O 4 peak was at 708.0 eV without a long tail but with a small shoulder at ∼707 eV. From this we can see that the nanowire line shape and position differs from a metal considerably confirming that they have oxide character and therefore are not composed of pure Fe. The structure of the wires cannot be determined unequivocally from the XAS measurement.
The very small width and sparseness on the substrate is a problem for further identification by LEEM imaging and PEEM-based spectroscopies and hence we return to STM imaging. The sparseness is still a problem as the imaging field of view is limited (0.8 μm maximum for our instrument, see SI Figure SI1 for a comparison of imaging scale to island density) but the potential advantage of the high spatial resolution of this microscopy is that it can provide atomic scale structural information. Unfortunately, we also lose the significant ability of LEEM to image dynamically while heating and oxidizing which allows intervention to freeze out the structures once they have been seen to have formed. Figure 5 shows the results of an STM experiment that follows the methodology used in the LEEM/PEEM experiments to form the nanowires. In Figure 5a , two nanowires can be seen running diagonally in the full field of view with other wires crossing opposite corners of the image out of the field of view. All of these structures show an extremely flat upper surface and run across the substrate steps that are just visible in the background (step heights of 0.23 nm corresponding to the Re interlayer spacing) without introducing steps in the wires upper surface. The structure to the top left is attached to a nanowire and appears to also contain multiple flat topped crystallites. We believe this is one of the residual islands apparent in LEEM in areas where dewetting to form nanowires is incomplete. The incomplete nature of the dewetting leads the nanowires to have stepped rather than fully close-packed faceted sides. Close examination of two regions, highlighted by rectangular and square white boxes and shown in detail in Figure 5b ,c, identify that the steps all have a common height multiple of 0.48 nm, which corresponds exactly to the interlayer unit cell repeat of magnetite Fe 3 O 4 (111). The interlayer repeat of FeO (111) is 0.25 nm and for corundum structured α-Fe 2 O 3 (0001) it is 0.29 nm. At these step heights, odd multiples of these steps or even multiples of 0.25 nm that would be close to multiples of 0.48 nm (but distinguishable) are not observed on the wires, therefore we conclude that the wires do not have either of these structures. After imaging, this surface was removed from vacuum and imaged by scanning electron microscopy which confirmed the presence of wires with lengths and widths matching those seen at the maximum field of view of the STM, see SI Figure SI1 . In order to probe the structural relationship between the islands formed on the surface and the substrate, we adopted modified growth protocols to form fully faceted structures that were small enough to image within the STM. The fully faceted long, narrow, and tall nanowires previously discussed become difficult to image by STM as they tend to form double-tipped images very easily which leads to instability (see SI Figure SI2 for examples). Figure 6a displays the STM topographic image whereas Figure 6b shows the differential image which highlights step and island edges. The images have been tilted such that the substrate terraces are horizontal and this also coincides with the oxide island upper terraces being flat and parallel to the crystallography of substrate surface. In this region of the substrate, there is a high step density and these are readily apparent in the differential image running from top to bottom. The islands do not follow the macroscopic topography, such as predominant step orientation, but are directed by the substrate crystallographic directions. The islands have extended faceted sides along three directions in-plane, one of which coincides with the substrate step structure and is a close packed direction of the substrate, that is, the ⟨21̅ 1̅ 0⟩ family of three equivalent directions, and we therefore conclude the islands align with these directions. In cross section, Figure 6c , the oxide islands can be seen to form as flat mesas in which the top lies parallel to the terraces of the substrate and is not noticeably influenced by the local step density or orientation, in contrast to some dewetting systems. 23 Figure 6d shows the upper facet of a large island (about 11 nm in height, see SI Figure SI4 ) grown by multiple cycles of deposition and oxidation (+0.5 ML, +0.5 ML, +1 ML, +1 ML, +1 ML each annealed at 820 K in 5 × 10
mbar O 2 ) on a preformed FeO monolayer to give a total of 5 ML. The low initial deposition steps ensure that islands nucleate very sparsely and subsequent depositions then grow on those centers leading to fewer but larger islands for the same annealing temperatures and pressures. The islands maintain the very flat upper facet morphology seen for all other islands and nanowires grown and although they are no longer elongated along the Re surface crystallographic directions the side facets run in the same directions as seen in Figures 5 and 6a,b. The flatness of the upper terrace can be seen in Figure 6d , where high-resolution STM could be performed on the surface of a large island. This surface is flat but it is also clearly highly structured with small bright clusters decorating a hexagonally reconstructed surface. This morphology is exceptionally similar to the biphase surface structure of Fe 3 O 4 (111) single crystals as seen in Thornton's work 24 and Fe 3 O 4 films on Au(111). 25 Between the islands the surface is covered by a FeO wetting layer with a structure very similar to that seen for one monolayer thick films shown in Figure 2 and is responsible for the XAS signal seen between nanowires in Figure 4 . The nanowires dewet from the structure have been demonstrated to generate strong dichroism in XMCD and are therefore ferromagnetic with the imaging showing that these islands each contain a single domain. The STM shows the orientation and phase of the crystalline islands to be related to the substrate crystallography with long axis aligned to closepacked substrate directions. The measured step heights of dewet nanowires are consistent with the formation of Fe 3 O 4 (111) oriented wires with very flat upper terraces. The STM images on top of mesas of large compact islands indicate they are also Fe 3 O 4 (111) crystallites and all structures form with ⟨11̅ 0⟩ aligned to the substrate ⟨21̅ 1̅ 0⟩. The extended nature of the nanowires, along the ⟨11̅ 0⟩ direction with a (111) plane exposed on the surface means that the long side facets are crystallographically inequivalent; one being the (001) plane and the other (110). However, recent DFT calculations of the surface stabilities of magnetite 26 show that the (110) does not appear in the Wulff construction and that ⟨111̅ ⟩ facets would in fact bound this edge. {111} surfaces of bulk magnetite are calculated to be slightly less stable than {001} and one might imagine that the nanocrystals growing in heavily stepped regions of the substrate with the {001} forming the larger facets on the downslope with {111} preferred on the upper side facet (and on the mesa surface which is constrained by good epitaxy to the substrate). Currently we cannot directly identify side facet crystallography from our experiments. One of the primary reasons for dewetting of heteroepitaxial thin films is due to the accumulation of strain energy in the film as it increases in thickness. At a given thickness, this strain energy can no longer be accommodated and either structural defects such as dislocations thread through the film or the film breaks up into thicker islands and a thinner wetting layer. In the former case, the cost is in the dislocation defect energy and the latter increased surface area and energies plus a potential volumetric strain energy contribution due to thicker islands. In the dewetting to islands, some very complex morphologies can arise due to interplays in surface and volume effects. 27 Here we find the dewet oxide islands to be apparently defect free, traversing step edges while maintaining a mesa. However, during the dewetting we have also moved from an Fe/FeO/ Re(0001) distinctly layered system to one in which the top layer of Fe is also oxidized. The observed chemical reaction fronts seen here and in recent published studies serve to exemplify the complexities of structural and chemical phase transformations 14b,20 in FeO x systems, and we expect the kinetics of growth to be complex. However, Tersoff and Tromp have developed an approximate expression that describes shape transformations from compact islands into nanowires based upon the energy of dislocation-free strained islands. 28 The model describes the island growth in which energy is minimized by an island narrowing in width while it extends in length along an orthogonal direction. During this process the island height needs to remain constrained for the model to operate successfully. The model has been shown to describe a variety of systems including Ag nanowires on Si(001), elongated anatase TiO 2 (001) islands on SrTiO 3 (001) 27b and elongated clusters of CoSi 2 on Si(001). 29 It is probable that a similar mechanism is responsible for the observations in our studies, in which compact oxide islands elongate and narrow to form extended wires. The height constraint is due to a relatively slow diffusion path to the top of the nanowires compared with a rapid diffusion path to the base. Alternatively one could argue that the growth facet at the end of the Fe 3 O 4 nanowire is particularly reactive and hence the growth shape is dominated by the kinetics of facet attachment energies rather than equilibrium thermodynamics. However, such a model could be expected to lead to growth directed by the substrate step density, as is seen in Fe growth on Mo(110). 30 We note that at the oxygen chemical potentials employed here that magnetite surfaces are predicted by DFT to oxidize significantly and it is also not clear whether the bulk of the nanowire could truly be described as magnetite due to their very small size in crosssection. 26 It is possible that this shape transformation from compact islands to high aspect ratio wires is accompanied by a change in oxide stoichiometry, possibly forming maghemite which has the magnetite structure but with Fe 2+ vacancies. Clearly, it would be of interest to search the P−T parameter space experimentally to identify critical island sizes that could transform to functional magnetic nanowires and to be able to simultaneously structurally identify the phase of these very thin wires. Having experimentally identified a new morphology in the heteroepitaxial FeO x system here it is hoped that further theoretical modeling of surface, interface, and bulk energies may reach sufficient fidelity to enable the prediction of critical island sizes and give rise to better understanding and control of surface-supported nanomaterial growth.
In conclusion, we have shown that high aspect ratio iron oxide nanowires of several microns length and less than 40 nm width can be grown by the reactive dewetting of an iron rich oxide film supported on a rhenium surface. The nanowires are formed in registry with the substrate appearing to be ±5°from a substrate high symmetry direction in large area LEEM images while in STM over short distances on smaller islands these appear to be in epitaxy with the close packed rhenium. The nanowires show distinctive XMCD contrast as a result of each being composed of a single ferro (or ferri) magnetic domain and hence are of potential use in magnetic device and spintronic applications.
Step edges at the periphery of the nanowires are consistent with a magnetite structure oriented with the (111) surface facet uppermost. As the FeO wetting layer that accompanies these nanostructures is commonly seen on a variety of other hexagonal substrates it is thought that the growth phenomena is also likely to occur on other substrates with similar lattice constants (Pt, Pd, and so forth). It is further probable that the dewetting follows the Tersoff and Tromp model of shape transformation from compact islands into nanowires based upon the energy of dislocation-free strained islands.
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